
SURANNE'S LIST REVIEWS 

 

Suranne's List: Political Thriller Set in 1980s is indeed a murder mystery that will keep you 

guessing. I really enjoyed Suranne's List. It has all of the elements a murder mystery needs to 

make it a great book. The plot was fast-moving, the characters were well developed, and the 

outcome was awesome. The twists and turns had me changing my mind often as to which one 

was the murderer and which ones were the bad guys, believing none of them to be innocent. It is 

hard not to give away any of the plot while trying to describe how good this story is. Margaret M 

Ford has written a winner and I urge you to read it. You will find yourself rooting for Sue and not 

liking too many of the other major and minor players. Suranne's List will keep you on the edge of 

your seat from the first to the last page. 

— Trudi LoPreto for Readers' Favorite awarded 5-stars 

 

Suranne's List is the fourth novel I’ve read by Margaret M Ford and you never know quite what to 

expect. Guaranteed in all her stories are great characters and frequent episodes of humour, which 

always motivates me to look out for her next title. In this one, she has  carefully crafted a fictional 

story around a set of fraudulent schemes run by local government employees that I suspect may 

not be all that fictional. I recommend it to anyone interested in finding out what some of our civil 

servants may be up to. 

— Bob Bailey for Open Book Review  

 

I was prompted to buy an e-book called Suranne's List when one reviewer on Amazon said the 

tax office should use it ‘as their bible’. The author claims the story is entirely fictional, and it 

probably is, in which case Margaret Ford must have an incredible imagination – or she has been 

given access to a ‘Deep Throat’ in local government. I highly recommend it for a great and unusual 

read. 

— Erica Morley for Open Book Review  


